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WASHINGTON, D. C., Marc~13--The
do for a fuel-cell

first successful control system that will

powered electric trubk what the automatic transmission did for gasoline-

powered automobiles has been designetl and constructed by engineers at the General
Electric

Research and Development C nter.
GE's "automatic transmissio " for electric

state electronic
accelerator

components am has n moving parts.

on the floor of the cab, a

trucks is constructed from solidThe only driver controls are an

ke, and an on-off switch and a forward-neutral-

reverse switch mounted on the dashbd rd.
By contrast,

the driver of a asoline-powered truck must manipulate--in

dition to the accelerator

and brake--a

ad-

lutch pedal and a gear shift with several forward

and reverse positions.
First application for GE's "a tomatic transmission"

system is in an electrically-

propelled truck that was demonstrated publicly here today by the Engineer Research and
Development Laboratories

of the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Command.

The test vehicle--an M-37 t

ck capable of carrying a 3/4 ton load--partici-

pated in a convoy of electric vehicles

at made a seven-mile trip through the streets

of Washington, D. C., to the Capitol.

here they were inspected by members of the

Sena~ Committee on Commerce and

e Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of

the Committee on Public Works.
A joint hearing on electric ve icles and the pollution problem will be opened

tomorrow
-more-

~o.

O~5
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The M-37 truck weighs 8,000 pounds, more than three times the weight of a
passenger automobile,

and is powered by a 40-horsepower,

A 20-kilowatt fu.el cell,'mounted

GE traction motor.

under the hood of the truck, generates the

direct current that operates the traction motor.

GE's "automatic transmission"

matches

the constant voltage output of the power source to the variable voltage demands of the

motor.
In acceleration tests at the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories
at Fort Belvoir,

Virginia,

the 40-horsepower electric truck--while

'1dlowatts of effective electric power--has
powered truck equipped with a gear shift.

powered by 40-

out performed a 100-horsepower gasolineThe electricallY-PQwered

M-37 currently

has a top speed of 55 miles per hour.
Electric drive systems ultimately are expected to PfPvide Army vehicles
with a form of propulsion that combines quiet and exhaust-frFe operation with improved
mileage and ease of maintenance.

1

GE's "automatic transmissioh"

system was designed and constructed at the

company's Research and Development Center in Schenectad;y, New York, by W.
Russel Oney, project engineer, and William McMurray,

as,isted by Douglas G. Gruber

and Robert B. Crandell. The project was directed by Robeft H. Guess, manager of the
center's solid-state motor control program.
'
The project was sponsored by the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories.

Contract responsibility

for the system was assigner to GE's Transportation

Systems Division, Erie, Pennsylvania.
Automatic transmission systems have been availa~le for small electric vehicles-such as golf carts and industrial
practical

fork-lift

trucks--for

many years.

However, it was not

I

to scale up a conventional system to handle the massive power requirements
of a truck. The excessive weight of S ch a system would have seriously reduced the

load that the truck could carry.
GE solved this weight proble
solid-state

by developing unique control circuits

components, including silicon controlled rectifiers

utilizing

and diodes, which are

highly sophisticated versions of those used in portable radio and television sets.
resulting system is packaged out of the way under the driver's
I

-more-

seat.

The

-3GE's solid-state
limiting

"automatic transmission"

performs

many functions,

maximum current out of the fuel cell, maximum current to the motor,

power input to the motor,

including
maximum

and maximum speed of the vehicle.

The input to the system can be either 112 volts or 224 volts of direct current.
output is continually adjustable from zero to 375 volts of direct current.

The

This allows free-

dom of choice of motor and fuel cell voltages, and allows the maximum efficiency point
to be set on convoy speed.
The solid-state components used in the "automltic

transmission"

system are

manufactured by GE's Semiconductor Products Department, Syracuse, New York.
direct current traction motor is a product of the company's Transportation Systems
Division,

Erie, Pennsylvania.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., March 13--The first successful control system that will do
I
for a fuel-cell powered electric truck what the automatic transmission did for gasolinepowered automobiles has been designed and constructed by engineers at the General Electric Research and Development Center.
This system, which is made from solid-state
has been installed in an electrically-propelled,
U.S. Army.

components and has no moving parts,

M-37 truck demonstrated here today by the

The only driver controls in this "automatic transmission"

system are an ac-

celerator on the floor of the cab, a brake, and an on-off switch and a forward-neutralreverse switch mounted on the dashboard.
By contrast, the driver of a conventional M-37 truck must manipulate--in addition to the accelerator and brake--a clutch pedal and a gear shift with several forward
and reverse positions.
The M-37 truck is powered by a 40-horsepower,

GE traction motor.

A fuel cell,

mounted under the hood of the truck, generates the direct current that operates the motor.
GE's "automatic transmission"

continuously matches the constant voltage output of the

power source to the variable voltage demands of the motor.
In acceleration tests at the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories
at Fort Belvoir,

Virginia,

the 40-horsepower electric truck--while

kilowatts of effective electric power--has

powered by 40

out performed a-lOO.,..horsepowergasQline-

powered truck equipped with a gear shift.
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